
 
 
All about me! 
I started my first blog in early 2009. Although I’d undertaken a myriad of writing courses I 
remained nervous about anyone reading my work.  

That blog, Write About Now (named for the lyrics in a Fat Boy Slim song, Rockafella Skank), 
was really just all about me putting my writing out into the world at large. Offering myself up 
to a bigger audience, if you like. 

Nowadays I blog because I love writing. After a myriad of courses (novel writing, short story 
writing, freelance writing) I decided I really just like to write and blogging seems to suit my 
self-obsessed personality. 

Write About Now became Debbish in early 2012 when I decided to step my blogging up a notch 
although I continue to write about what interests me: television, books, and whatever else 
takes my fancy. 

I am a voracious reader and recently had to go cold turkey on a number of occasions because 
devouring a book every night interfered with my television watching regime day job. I find 
myself less attracted to movies nowadays and increasingly addicted to TV on DVD. Being able 
to watch an entire television series without pausing for weekly cliffhangers is my idea of 
heaven. 

Debbish complements my subsequent but more navel-gazing blog, Diet Schmiet – recently 
included in She Knows ’10 Australian health and fitness bloggers we love’! 

About my readers and followers  
I blog at Debbish and Diet Schmiet and maintain Twitter and Facebook Accounts for each blog. 
I’m slowly getting into Klout and Pinterest, though am yet to understand the fuss! 

Approximately 52% of Debbish readers are Australian and 17% American, with other readers 
located in the UK, Canada and New Zealand. 

Detailed statistics are included in my media kit. 

Freelance writing and blogging   
In late October 2012 I opted for a sea change, moving from Brisbane to a quiet beach side 
locale, with the hopes of focusing more on my writing and blogging. 

A Bachelor of Arts and Master of Business Administration under my belt, I’d worked in 
government for years (and the private sector, briefly), most recently in project management 
and executive liaison roles. A redundancy offer came at a time when, after 20+ years in the 
workforce, I decided it was time for a change. I’m exchanging the writing of ministerial 
briefing notes, speeches and project plans for writing of another kind. 

I am available to write articles, posts or other content. 

My rates are included in my full Media Kit. 



 

Sponsored posts, product reviews and events  
I would love to work with you on sponsored posts or advertorials for your products or brands. 
Please note, however my first and foremost obligation is to my readers so I will only represent 
brands which reflect the theme of this blog. 

I am likely to be brutally honest – though circumspect – in sponsored posts, reviews or 
advertorials which will be written in a tone consistent with the rest of my posts. 

I am (now) based in Hervey Bay (on the Fraser Coast), Queensland and happy to attend 
relevant events or product launches as my schedule permits. 

Examples of previous reviews and sponsored posts are littered throughout my blog and 
accessible via the tabs at the top of the screen, but here are a few faves: 

American Horror Story – review and DVD giveaway 
JD Robb – and her ‘In Death’ series 
Jane Austen – enough said 
Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries – the Aussie TV series 
Rizzoli & Isles – a hidden gem 
Room – by Emma Donoghue 

Advertising  
I am currently setting up advertising space and have a range of rates, depending on the size of 
your ad and duration. I am also registered with Nuffnang. 

Please note again, that I will only accept advertising which complements the content of this 
blog. 

Please email me with any questions or for a copy of my media kit which includes my stats, 
rates and fees (aka, the boring bits!). 

Disclosure policy  
This blog is a personal blog written and edited by me and accepts forms of cash advertising, 
sponsorship, paid insertions or other forms of compensation. 

This blog abides by word of mouth marketing standards. I believe in honesty of relationship, 
opinion and identity. The compensation received may influence the advertising content, topics 
or posts made in this blog. However, that content, advertising space or post will be clearly 
identified as paid or sponsored content. 

Please note that I may be compensated to provide opinion on products, services, websites and 
various other topics; despite this however, I will always give my honest opinion or experiences 
on those topics or products. The views and opinions expressed on this blog are purely my own. 
Any product claim, statistic, quote or other representation about a product or service should 
be verified with the manufacturer, provider or party in question. 

Any content which presents a conflict of interest will always be clearly identified. 

To get your own policy, go to http://www.disclosurepolicy.org 

Contact me Deborah Cook email: info@debbish.com 

 


